
our big news...

Before Mouthful Magazine became a reality, I spent many hours over months and 
months visualising this dream of mine. I could see it in my mind - how it looked, what 
sort of stories it contained and the types of people, businesses and organisations I 
wanted to collaborate with.

This month marks the 6th issue which blows my mind. I relish in the idea of what I 
am doing and who I am doing it with. So many people and businesses have graced 
the pages, from all over the world - USA, UK, Lithuania, France, Sweden, Germany, 
India, Ghana, Mexico and New Zealand. It’s so exciting to be part of what others 
are creating, building, sharing and giving. If Mouthful Magazine can help to spread 
their word of doing good in the world, then I’m one very happy woman.

I am surrounded by amazing - and crazy - women who contribute to the making of 
the magazine each and every month. To say I feel blessed, is an understatement. 
They bring their words, ideas, art, healing and creativity to share their knowledge  
and talents with you, all the while, supporting me and my vision. This is incredible 
and so very loving. I hold each one of these  powerhouses close to my heart.

Which leads me to something else very close to my heart. The one thing that hurts it 
more than anything, is poverty and hunger. There is enough food in the world to 
feed each and every one of us, yet millions go to bed starving every night. This is 
untenable. I wanted to do something about it  so I went looking for an organisation 
that addressed this in a pro-active way - not just throwing money at the problem, 
because that never works. After much research and study I came across The 
Hunger Project and I realised I found ’the one’.

So it is with much excitement and happiness to say Mouthful Magazine has 
partnered with The Hunger Project Australia.  With every annual subsciption , we 
gift $5.00 to the Hunger Project, which means YOU give $5 to The Hunger Project to 
help improve the lives of others.

“The Hunger Project’s goal is to end world hunger by 2030. Our 
approach is different – we see people living in hunger as the solution, 
not the problem. We shift the mindsets of women and men so they 
transform into leaders for the sustainable end of hunger. Then, through 
our programs such as education, micro-finance, agriculture and health, 
we empower people with the skills, knowledge and resources they need 

   to break the poverty cycle themselves. ”

— THE HUNGER PROJECT
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“We love the growing awareness among individuals and businesses like 
Mouthful Magazine that giving back is important – and that it can be fun 

and meaningful! That’s a win for us, and for the world generally”

- Melanie Noden, CEO, The Hunger Project Australia

The Hunger Project’s goal is to end world hunger by 2030. Our approach is different 

– we see people living in hunger as the solution, not the problem. We shift the 

mindsets of women and men so they transform into leaders for the sustainable end 

of	hunger.	Then,	through	our	programs	such	as	education,	microfinance,	agriculture	

and health, we empower people with the skills, knowledge and resources they need 

to break the poverty cycle themselves. 

What is The Hunger Project?

With every annual subscription, Mouthful Magazine gifts $5
to The Hunger Project which means

YOU give $5 to The Hunger Project to help
improve the lives of others

LEARN MORE

https://www.mouthfulmagazine.com/the-hunger-project/
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OUR VISION
A	world	where	every	woman,	man	and	child	 leads	a	healthy,	 fulfilling	 life	of	 self-reliance	and	
dignity.

OUR MISSION
To end hunger and poverty by pioneering sustainable, grassroots, women-centered strategies 
and advocating for their widespread adoption in countries throughout the world. Read about 
our approach.

OUR PRINCIPLES
Through our work to end hunger, we have recognized these ten principles as being fundamental 
to The Hunger Project. We challenge ourselves to ensure that each of our strategies builds on 
these principles.

Human Dignity
All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights, including the right to food, 
health, work and education. The inherent nature of every person is creative, resourceful, self-
reliant, responsible and productive. We must not treat people living in conditions of hunger as 
beneficiaries,	which	can	crush	dignity,	but	rather	as	the	key	resource	for	ending	hunger.

Gender Equality
An essential part of ending hunger must be to cause society-wide change towards gender 
equality. Women bear the major responsibility for meeting basic needs, yet are systematically 
denied	the	resources,	freedom	of	action	and	voice	in	decision-making	to	fulfill	that	responsibility
.
Empowerment
In the face of social suppression, focused and sustained action is required to awaken people to 
the	possibility	of	self-reliance,	to	build	confidence,	and	to	organize	communities	to	take	charge	
of their own development.

Leverage
Ending chronic hunger requires action that catalyzes large-scale systemic change. We must 
regularly step back — assess our impact within the evolving social/political/economic environment 
— and launch the highest leverage actions we can to meet this challenge.

Interconnectedness
Our actions are shaped by, and affect, all other people and our natural environment. Hunger and 
poverty are not problems of one country or another but are global issues. We must solve them 
not	as	“donors	and	recipients”	but	as	global	citizens,	working	as	coequal	partners	in	a	common	
front to end hunger.

VISION, MISSION & PRINCIPLES
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VISION, MISSION & PRINCIPLES

Sustainability
 Solutions to ending hunger must be sustainable locally, socially, economically and environmentally.

Social Transformation
People’s	self-reliance	is	suppressed	by	conditions	such	as	corruption,	armed	conflict,	racism	and	
the subjugation of women. These are all rooted in an age-old and nearly universal patriarchal 
mindset that must be transformed as part of a fundamental shift in the way society is organized.

Holistic Approach
Hunger is inextricably linked to a nexus of issues including decent work, health, education, 
environmental sustainability and social justice. Only in solving these together will any of them be 
solved on a sustainable basis.

Decentralization
Individual and community ownership of local development is critical. Actions are most successful 
if decisions are made close to the people. This requires effective national and local government 
working in partnership with the people.

Transformative Leadership
Ending hunger requires a new kind of leadership: not top-down, authority-based leadership, 
but	leadership	that	awakens	people	to	their	own	power	—	leadership	“with”	people	rather	than	
leadership	“over”	people.

In sum, world hunger can be ended, but not by merely doing more of the same. Hunger is primarily a 
human issue, and ending hunger requires principles that are consistent with our shared humanity.

source: www.thp.org/who-we-are/mission/
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